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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This study was designed in response to a documented de-

cline in music skills for the purpose of identifying, rating and analyzing proposed competencies to be possessed
by a high school student following four years choral membership.
PROCEDURES
Randomly selected current or former choral instructors, high school choral students, and post-high school
choir members rated a set of eight general and 68 associated sub-competencies according to their perceived importance for high school choral students.

A

forced-rank order

rating system yielded rank order values for each general
vi

and sub-competency.
RESULTS
Answers were sought for the following questions:
Question 1:

Did the data obtained from the rating procedure concerning the general competencies
lend themselves to a statistical rank order of relative importance?

Results:

Median values for the general and subcompetencies were extracted from the oneway frequency distribution.

Arranging

these values in order from smallest to
larqest achieved an average rank ordering
of the data.
Question 2:

Do the groups differ when all general
competencies are considered simultaneously?

Results:

Multivariate analysis of the rank order
of competencies indicated differences,
not attributed to chance occurred among
the groups.

Question 3:

On which individual competencies do the
groups differ?

Results:

Univariate F - tests revealed differences, not attributed to chance, existed
among the groups on four of the general

vii

competencies.

When the result was sub-

jected to the Scheffe post-hoc, followup test, two of the four competencies
were rejected as not containing differences from influences other than chance.
Question 4:

How do the groups differ on the individual general competencies?

Results:

Analysis of the remaining two general
competencies revealed five sub-competencies for one and ten sub-competencies
for the second contained significantly
different ratings.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER STUDY

Pursuit of the investigation initiated through this
study should seek answers to these questions to solidify
and validate the findings of this study.
1.

Would a replication of this study employing analo-

gous or non-analogous populations of raters yield identical
results?
2.
by:

How would the study results have been influenced

a different membership for the Panel of Experts; a

difference in independent variables; a simultaneous use of
multiple variables; and, a different set of statistical
tests?
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Music education has long been important to Americans in
their desire to preserve and sustain worship and cultural
practices.
Two prominent and well-trained musicians set the pace
for music in general in America in the first half of
the nineteenth century .
. Lowell Mason .
. a banker by profession, and Thomas Hastings contributed much
toward raising the quality of hymn music .
. following the Revolutionary War and [again after] the War of
1812.1
Later, Mr. Mason developed the Boston Academy of Music
and ultimately, in 1838, convinced the Boston School Board
to make music an equal part of the school curriculum.

2

It

was also Mr. Mason who developed the first organized music
curriculum when, in 1834, he presented the Manual of
Instruction aimed at improving music education in America.
The continuation of music skills development has been a
.
.
prlmary
concern o f muslc
e d ucators.

3

1

Edwin Liemohn, The Singing Church (Columbus, Ohio:
The Wartburg Press, 1959), p. 97.
2

william Lloyd Hooper, Church Music In Transition
(Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman Press, 1963), p. 73.

1

2

It was the goal of this study to respond to a recently
discovered reversal in development of music performance
skills, specifically in the area of vocal performance.

The

author, as a doctoral candidate in education administration
and supervision, approached this study as a supervisory
problem.
Background of the Problem
From the colonial experience of Lowell Mason, Thomas
Hastings, and Nathaniel Gould

4

to the contemporary music

educators, there has been concern over either a real or
imagined decline in music performance skills.

Recent re-

search, reported by Bass, has shown a national decline in
music performance skills during the decade 1970 to 1980.

5

This supports the educators' concern and raises concern
as to the quality of efforts directed at developing these
skills.
When faced with similar circumstances in other fields
of study, analysis of pedagogical procedures and course
content was initiated.

6

In one analysis, Anderson found

4 Llemo
.
h n, Singing Church, p. 89.
5

Lisa P. Bass, "Assessment Measures Music Learning,"
Music Educators Journal (May 1982) : 30-32.
6

John D. McNeill, Curriculum: A Comprehensive Introduction (Boston:
Little, Brown and Co., 1977), pp. 281-282.

3

"the early course of study was chiefly an outline of content
to be covered."

7

For music educators, such a cursory course

of study would be devastatingly insufficient.

A forthright

and candid reaction to outline planning was offered by
Reimer who referred to it as " .
of superficiality

in

'an intolerable level

the content of music curr icul urn' . "

8

A more complete and thorough expression of music curriculum
is required.
Defining the problem further, Franklin reports "one
criticism often leveled at the profession is that many
teachers do not clearly perceive their responsibilities in
specific teaching situations."

9

This position is supported

by Radocy who calls for "increasing the specificity of
what teachers want their students to learn."

10

A general

course of action for reversing the decline of music perforrnance skills has been suggested by Franklin.

"Only when

the teacher has clearly determined his goals can he select
appropriate teaching material or teaching techniques.

When

7

vernon E. Anderson, Principles and Procedures of
Curriculum Improvement, 2d edn. (N.Y.: The Ronald Press
Co . ; 19 6 5 ) , p . 4 0 0 .
8

Donald A. Nitz, "The National Malaise vs. The Pursuit
of Excellence," Music Educators Journal (April 1980) :41.
9

A. David Franklin, "Ends and Means in Music Education," Music Educators Journal (March 1967) :103.
10

Rudolph E. Radocy, "Behavioral Objectives in Music:
Shall We Continue?" Music Educators Journal (March 1974)
: 3 9.

4

this is done, the quality of music teaching will be vastly
improved."

11

However, a word of warning and direction for

goal selecting is offered by Radocy when he calls attention
to the fact that "because students do not always learn in
a logical machinelike manner, any specification of what is
to be learned cannot necessarily account for how it is to
be learned."

12

The Panel of Experts (Appendix A), selected for assistance in this study, has suggested that declining music
skills is the symptom rather than the problem.

This posi-

tion was taken when it was noted that a large quantity of
materials is available for music courses, but, the potential
impact of the materials is lost because there is no agreement as to choral course content or competency goals for
high school choral students.

Further, there is a lack of

organized approach to producing new materials, and a dearth
of organized application of existing materials.
Statement of the Problem
This study was designed in response to the documented
decline in music skills

llN l. t z,
12
13
32.

for the purpose of identifying

"The National Malaise," p. 106.

Radocy,
Bass,

13

"Behavioral Objectives In Music," p. 40.

"Assessment Measures Music Learning," pp. 30-

5

and rating competencies to be possessed by a high school
choral student at the conclusion of a four year choral membership.

The research competencies and sub-competencies

were determined from two sources:
the American/Icelandic Project

14

the Panel of Experts and
as cited in Chapter II.

Purpose of the Study
This study will:

(1)

determine a set of choral music

performance competencies which reflect the various elements
of music;

(2)

present the competencies for rating to three

groups of individuals familiar with choral music performance;
and,

(3)

analyze the ratings to identify whether certain

competencies were more important than others.
Two factors which were highly influential in clarifying
the purpose of this study emerged from the literature.
First is the evident lack of a definitive agreement as to
course content for high school choral students.

Based on

available reports in the literature, this situation was determined to be the fundamental cause of declining music
skills referred to above.

In conjunction with this, there

exists a multitude of opinions as to expected high school
choral music competencies not founded upon in-depth studies
which identify the competencies which should be expected.

14

oavid G. Woods, "The American/Icelandic Project: A
Model for Curriculum Construction in Music," Music Educators Journal (May 1982) :44.

6

Even the American / Icelandic Project, d evelope d by a pr e stigious panel, does not quote specific research for the con.

C 1 USlOnS

d rawn. 15

Finally, while this is important mat e rial,

it does not deal specifically with choral music competencies.
The second factor relating to and enhancing the purpose
of this study is the dearth of extant choral music curricuThe five guides available for review reflected

lum guides.

no research as a basis for competency inclusion but rather
appeared to be only collections of opinions.
The rated competencies and the recommended curriculum
may be used by school districts for an initial or revised
written high school choral curriculum.
Limitations of the Study
The competencies for a high school choral student
which were issued for rating were determined by the Panel
of Experts (Appendix A) in conjunction with the report on
music curriculum by the American/Icelandic Project noted
earlier.

16

While these sources were influenced by other

research and personal experience, they were ultimately
solely responsible for the development and listing of the
competencies.
A geographic variety of surve y raters was s e lect e d
from throughout the state of Florida for the instructors

15
16

Ibid.

~-Joods, "The American / Icelandic Project," p. 44.

7

and high school chorus member categories.

Selection of

raters for the category of post-high school chorus member
was restricted to Broward County church and community
choirs.

The goal of 75 raters was selected as a manage-

able sampling of each category which would also lend statistical reliability.
The educational background of the raters ranged from
high school students to post-graduate students.

Thus, the

response of the raters was independent of their educational
background, yet dependent upon their knowledge of and experience in a choral situation.
Definition of Terms
For this study the following specialized terms and definitions applied:
CHORAL - pertaining to group singing under the direction of an instructor.
CHORAL CURRICULUM - the set of sequential materials
for instruction / learning in a choral setting; a collection
of competencies for choral music.
COMPETENCY OR GENERAL COMPETENCY - ar e as of knowledge
and abilities to be learned ortrained and which can be
observed or demonstrated.
COURSE CONTENT - a synonym for curriculum.
CURRICULUM GUIDE - a statement of a specified curriculum with annotations plus supplementary reference
material.

8

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT - a student who attends a school
with grades 9 - 12 or 10 - 12; for this study, the students
will be in grades ll and 12.
MUSIC CURRICULUM - a general curriculum for music
which can be used as an outline for any of the various
music studies such as band, chorus, or orchestra.
VOCAL - pertains to singing and the technique specifically for singing.
POST-GRADUATE DEGREE - any of several advanced degrees
beyond the Bachelor's.
SUB-COMPETENCY - the specific competencies which combine to make a competency or general competency.
Research Hypothesis and Questions
In this study, the opinions of the raters were correlated in order to determine agreement concerning high
school choral student competencies.

The following null

hypothesis was tested:
There are no differences among the three groups of
raters in the rankings they assigned the general
and sub-competencies.
The alternative hypothesis which developed was:
There are differences among the three groups of
raters in the rankings th e y assigned the general
and sub-competencies.
To further analyze the relationship among the responses
of the raters, the following questions were asked:
1.

Did the data obtained from the rating procedure
concerning the general competencies lend themselves
to a statistical rank order of relative importance?

9

2.

Do the groups differ when all eight general competencies are considered simultaneously?

3.

On which individual general competencies do the
groups differ?

4.

How do the groups differ on the individual general
competencies?

In summary, the rank order of both the general competencies and sub-competencies were compared for significant
differences according to ratings by experiential description.
Furthermore, the rating procedure, resulting in rank order
of competencies, was studied according to reliability of
rank order of relative importance.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Purpose of Curriculum Organization
for Music Education
The organization of educational goals and objectives
into a course of study is designed to exercise influence
over the users (teachers) and consumers (students).
ies by Kahn

1

Stud-

show influence over others as the most essen-

tial characteristic of organization.

This view is corrob-

orated by Inlow who refers to curriculum as ".
body of value-goal-oriented learning content,

'that
. that,

when energized by instruction, results in change in pupil
behavior' ."

2

Thus, an effective tool for maximum influence

upon educational events would be a delineated, mutually
agreeable organized, accurate curriculum guide.

A poorly

organized curriculum or one with technical inaccuracy would
be of little or no value to teachers and students, thus
without influence.

1

Robert Kahn, Organizational Stress:
Studies in Role
Conflict and Ambiguity (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1964).
2

George A. Beauchamp, Curriculum Theory, 4th edn.
(Itasca, Ill.:
G.E. Peacock Publisher, Inc., 1981), p. 112.

10

11

Another purpose for curriculum organization addresses
the problem of what concepts or
ed.

mat~rials

should be present-

The order, depth or difficulty of study which should

occur is also included.

This apparently is a widespread

problem as reflected in the following editorial comment
from a national professional music educator's publication.
Educators should resist pressures to concentrate solely upon easy-to-test bits of knowledge and must go _
beyond short-term objectives of training for jobs or
producing citizens who can perform routine tasks but
cannot apply their knowledge or skill, cannot reason
3
about their society, and cannot make informed judgments.
The delineation between a program of concerts and a
program of music education is often unclear.

Ling submits

this is due to the distinction being "unclear in the minds
of teachers, administrators, parents, and students."

4

The

confusion of program delineation relates directly to the
problem as stated 1n the editorial comment above.

When a

clear delineation exists, long term goals will supercede
the short-term goals.

Lynch agrees with Ling and further

gave guidance for music education general content when she
wrote
Choral directors must, of course, be concerned with
public performances of large groups.
But to emphasize this to the exclusion of musical knowledge that

3

"The Essentials of Education," Music Educators Journal
( May 19 8 0 ) :
52 •
4 Stuart J. L1ng,

II

How Uncommon Programs Surv1ve
man Problems," Music Educators Journal (April 1980):
o

o

c om40.

12
will allow the individual to advance at his or h e r own
rate will result in musical cripples capable o f tremendous performances when hand-fed but helplessly de ficient
in facts that make them independent.5
Perhaps the attempts to clearly address music e ducation content is best stated as "the whole philosophy of the music
education program in the schools is not only education in
music but education through music."

6

The third and final purpose for music education curriculum organization was suggested by the Panel of Experts.
It was their consensus of opinion that inexperienced teachers, beginning their careers, need the assistance of teaching techniques or "tricks-of-the-trade" not often Yearned
in undergraduate studies, but which can be furnished by
experienced teachers.

The panel also felt a need exists

for supplementary materials and information such as music
literature lists, recruiting ideas, forms, tests with answer
keys, and lists, recruiting ideas, forms, tests with answer
keys, and lists of professional organizations and journals
which are available to music teachers.
Brief History of Curriculum
Organization in America
According to Anderson, "the early course of study was

5

Ruth Ann Lynch, "Don't Just Teach Singing, Teach Music," Music Educators Journal (February 1983):
42.
6

"Guiding Principles for School Music Groups," Music
Educators Journal (January 1967):
25.

13
chiefly an outline of content to be covered."

7

The o utline

method was in effect when, in 1834, Lowell Mason pro d uced
his Manual of Instruction, a guide for singing masters.

8

This early American effort was not without influence and may
be considered our first organized curriculum for music education in America.
A major step for curriculum organization was the establishment of the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education.

According to Beauchamp,

. the Seven Cardinal Principles of Education enunciated first by the Commission .
. in 1918, were
health, command of the fundamental processes, worthy
home membership, vocation, civic education, worthy use
of leisure, and ethical goals stressing out of school
ends.
Since that report, others have tended to repli~
cate the same goals stressing out of school ends.
With the exception of vocation and comman d of the
fundamental processes, modes of selecting curriculum
content are not clear, and the modes of evaluating the
effects of schooling in light of these purposes are
less clear.9
While the Commission was successful in identifying the
goals for education, there was apparently a lack of influence
in achieving acceptance or diligent pursuit of those goals
on a national scale.

The evidence for this surfaced in 1967,

7

· 1
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d
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.
Vernon E . An d e r son , _P_r_l=-n_c_l_.p,.....--e_s_a_n_,----_r_o_c=-=-e_u_r=--e_s----:o=---=Curriculum Improvement, 2d edn. (New York:
The Ronald Press
Co . , 19 6 5 ) , p . 4 0 0 .
8

william Lloyd Hooper, Church Music in Transition
(Nashville, Tenn.:
Broadman Press, 1963), p. 73.
9

George A. Beauchamp, Curriculum Theory, p. 133.
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forty-nine years subsequent to the Commission report, with
Franklin still addressing the question of course content
selection in a study of teachers in specific teaching situ.
10
atlons.
Attempts at being specific in objectives have flourished
on occasion.

The first effort, in the 1920's, was a response

to the report of the Commission, cited earlier.

A second

surge of interest in objective specificity occurred in the
1950's and 1960's.

Radocy concludes his comment on the sub-

ject with this statement.

"In my opinion, most music educa-

tors can benefit from increasing specificity of what they
want their students to learn."

11

Perhaps the ultimate dis-

cussion of objective specificity was given by Robert Mager
in his brief volume giving detailed instruction for preparing instructional (behavioral) objectives.

12

Since be-

havioral change is one of the few concrete, observable
pieces of evidence that instruction has been effective, Dr.
Mager's work . is significant in that it has been influential
in focusing on specific educational objectives.

10

A. David Franklin, "Ends and Means in Music Education," Music Educators Journal (March 1967): 103.
11

Rudolph E. Radocy, "Behavioral Objectives in Music:
Should We Continue?" Music Educators Journal (March 1974):
39.
12 Ro b ert Mager, Preparlng
.
.
1 0 b.JeCtlves
.
Instructlona
(Belmont, Cal.:
Fearon Publishers, 1962).
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Another significant development in curriculum determination and comprehension occurred in 1949 at the University of
Chicago with "the first serious effort to bring together
ideas about curriculum theory .

,13

It should be noted

that while it is not within the parameters of this study to
report the results of this effort, the results are many and
curriculum theory is an important field of study which influences curriculum planning and organization.
While discussions of behavioral objectives and specificity of objectives occupy a multitude of volumes, educators continue to search for methods and techniques which
The missing

will be the key to successful instruction.

ingredient is defined by Beauchamp when he says, "Rarely
do curricula contain schemes or specific implementation instructions."14

It is this deficiency cited here and ear-

lier by the Panel of Experts which, when corrected, will
yield an appropriate type curriculum guide.
The effects of curriculum study may be many and varied,
but two important results have occurred.

First, planning

for instruction has moved from the general outline format
to a more specific design which are known as curriculum
gul' d es. 15

13
14
15

The second effect has been the definition of

George A. Beauchamp, Curriculum Theory, p. 108.
Ibid., p. 131.
Vernon E. Anderson, Princi12les and Procedures, p.

400.
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curriculum design ''as the substance and organization of goals
and culture content so arranged as to reveal potential progression through levels of schooling."

16

This concept, in

the most general terms, is reflected in a graded school
arrangement.

Specific expression of the concept is the pro-

gressive levels of study within a field of study where content concepts move from basic and simple to advanced and cornplex, or from concrete to abstract.
The next important step in curriculum guide development
was seeking an understanding of how teaching and learning
occur, for, as Radocy points out, "Students do not always
learn in a logical machinelike manner,

[thus], any specifi-

cation of what is to be learned cannot necessarily account
for how it is to be learned."

17

Many well-known and docu-

rnented theories of learning exist which help with this
point.

However, these do not respond to the point raised

by Franklin concerning clearly determined goals.

18

The

satisfactory response for Franklin lies in the work of
Benjamin Bloom who determined that "all aspects of teaching

16
17
p.

George A. Beauchamp, Curriculum Theory, p. 108.
Rudolph E. Radocy, "Behavioral Objectives in Music,"

4 0.

18

A. David Franklin, "Ends and Means in Music Education," p. 106.

17
and learning may be categorized in one or more of .

. thre e

areas [referred] to as the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains.••

19

These domains deal with facts, principles

and concepts; attitudes, feelings, or emotions; and neuromuscular skill development respectively.

Different teaching

techniques and learning activities are required for each
domain.

The most critical point is the determination of

which domain is to be effected for this is the basis for
specification of teaching/learning goals and this fundamental
consideration must be included in curriculum guide development.
The final consideration in curriculum development is
the selection of appropriate teaching methods and materials.
These must be arranged in a difficulty heirachy simple or
basic to complex or difficult and developed with techniques
directed toward the proper learning domain.
Research Relative to the Problem
Available research specifically directed at declining
music skills in the United States was severely limited.
However, alternate evidence was available which reflected
the deficiency in organized instruction for music education.

19
20

rbid., p. 103.
rbid., p. 106.
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The most significant study, known as
1971-79:

'Music

11
•

Results from the second National Music Assessment' ,

shows a significant decline in music skills during the years
. d . 21
stu d le

When comparing nine-year-olds from each of the

two years, an average skills decline of 3.3 percent was recorded.

The seventeen year olds who were compared fared

little better showing an average 2.5 percent decline over
the same period of time.

The thirteen year olds studied re-

fleeted the least overall decline of skills with only a .5
percent change.

The average decline for the three ages

when combined was 2.1 percent.
analysis:

demographic

regio~,

Six variables were used in
sex, race/ethnicity, parental

education, type of community, and grade in school.

Of the

2500 student cross-section, 75 percent was positive about
music, enjoyed listening and performing, and could make
simple judgments about music.

Many additional details of

this study strongly support the need for correction and
direction for instruction in music education so that more
than simple judgments about music may be made by more of the
students.
The need for an organized, written curriculum is clearly established through other means, also.

While no formal

research was prepared, it was reported by Ling that one

21 Llsa
•
P. Bass, Assessment Measures Muslc Learnlng,
Music Educators Journal (May 1982):
30-32.
11

'

'

II

11
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school choral program had deteriorated so drastically the
band director requested financial support for a summer
writing team to prepare a curriculum guide for the vocal instructor.

"The principal agreed to the idea, secured the

funding, and a revitalized choral program resulted."

22

Even

though this may be an isolated case, the influence of an organized, written curriculum has been demonstrated.
Thriving music education programs, vocal in particular,
have all been associated with well organized and written
curricula, as shown above, and is corroborated in the experience of the Panel of Experts.

Further evidence of this

was verified in interviews with the few music supervisors
23
.
.
wh ose sc h oo 1 d 1str1cts
emp 1 oy sue h gu1'd es.

The need for delineated, organized, and accurate choral music curricula is well supported even though few exist.
The dearth of such curricula will be discussed elsewhere.
Music Curriculum Content
General Content Considerations
Since music education is education through music as
.
. mus1c,
.
24 t h ere are cons1'd erat1ons
.
we 11 as e d ucat1on
1n
of

22

stuart J. Ling, "How Common Programs Survive," Music
Educators Journal (April 1980):
42.
23

rnterviews between January and May, 1983 with five
different supervisors of music; by letter, telephone, and
in person.
24

"Guiding Principles," p. 25.
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a general nature to be included in music education content.
Basic to all education is mutual respect between teacher and
student.

This must begin with the teacher, and is "accord-

ing to Emerson,

'the secret of education' ."

25

Educators

must also have a clear understanding of their undergirding,
long range goal or purpose.
"that the over arching goal .

A survey of educators revealed
. is to develop informed,

thinking citizens capable of participating in both domestic
and world affairs."

26

This is a sobering and awesome re-

sponsibility which has been assumed by educators.
The study problem of declining music skills was placed
in a concrete context when Slind said, "If a seventh-grade
student's reaction to a page of music is still at the
kindergarten level, something is out of order - either the
music or the child's music education."
was,

27

Adler's

respon~e

"We must, once and for all, try desperately to relate

our theoretical teachings to our applied music practices."
The response continues by calling for materials and tools
to work with music from all eras or periods, the various
media, and music for which standards have yet to be

25

samuel Adler, "The CMP Institutes and Curriculum
Change," Music Educators Journal (September 1968):
37.
26
27

"The Essentials of Education," p. 52.

Lloyd H. Slind, "Teaching for Musical Self-Sufficiency," Music Educators Journal (January 1968):
71.
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. d . 28
d eterm1ne
Another general view of music education curriculum content offered by Bernarr Rainbow and related by Slind sta tes
II

I

if •

. it is your serious intention to teach music to

children, you will not regard the singing class as the limit
of music experience'.

The goal is just not high enough."

It is teaching general concepts through the "literature of
sound" rather than just through singing or another performance which is the goal.

29

The expression in specific curriculum content of these
and other ideas, will be the next consideration.
Specific Content Considerations
In his report on The American / Icelandic Project, David
Woods introduces the curriculum authority,
Jerome Bruner [who] has stated, 'The curriculum of a
subject should be determined by the most fundamental
understanding that can be achieved of the underlying
principles that give structure to the subject.'
In
music the basic elements become the curricular structure and provide the basis for program planning .
A music curriculum can be created by th e sequential
organization of these common elements. 3 0
The project has delineated the basic and common structural
curriculum elements as duration (rhythm), linear pitch

28

Samuel Adler,

"The CMP Institute s," p. 37.

29

Lloyd H. Slind, "Teaching for Music a l Self-Sufficiency," p. 70.
30

oavid G. Woods, "The American/Icelandic project: A
Model for Curriculum Construction in Music," Music Educators
Journal (May 1982):
44.
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(melody), vertical pitch (harmony), form, timbre, dynamics,
Each is to be divided into its component

tempo and style.

parts and studied in a logical and gradually increasing indepth sequence.

31

The one aspect of music curriculum not

directly dealt with was performance and organizations.
Specific performance skills such as music reading and specific vocal and instrumental techniques were ignored.
Another view of music curriculum content was expressed
by Slind.

In this reference, the objective is to "explore

sound in meaningful ways that will produce graduates who
are musically self-sufficient."

This would be accomplished

through a study of music literature, an oral and written
knowledge of music symbols, and the development of skills
for performing vocally and instrumentally.

32

One of the performance skills to which Slind refers is
music reading.

This skill is as fundamental to music per-

formance as reading is to academic study and its importance
is suggested by several individuals.

Elliott states that

"during the latter part of the nineteenth century, the
teachirig of music reading was considered to be the primary
purpose of public school music."

31

33

rbid, p. 43.

32 Lloyd H. Slind, "Teaching for Self-Sufficiency,"
p. 70-71.

33

Charles A. Elliott, "The Music-Reading Dilemma,"
Music Educators Journal (February 1982):
33.
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Elliott further refers to "Thomas R. Gregory who writes
that a

'prime educational goal of any discipline is the de-

velopment of an independent learner.

In music, an obvious

prerequisite is the ability to sightread'."

34

A vocalist's view of music curriculum is presented by
Lynch who also calls for emphasis on music reading.

The

curriculum suggested is as follows:
A variety of warm-up exercises and vocalises designed
to overcome specific vocal problems should be included
in every rehearsal to develop definite technical skills
and habits.
Included in technique building is development of sightsinging skills and tonal memory.
Also included in
technical drills should be singing and aural recognition of intervals, triads, and scales.
A brief explanation of chord progressions and their
function would precede aural recognition and singing
of simple cadence formulae.
Development of rhythmic vocabulary is imperative if individuals and groups are to read a great deal of music.
Knowledge of musical style and an awareness of a composer's particular background and intentions can mean
the difference between singing to an audience and
singing at them.35
Although their work has been directed at the junior
high school level, Monsour and Perry have offered some valuable statements of objectives, and have defined well the
characteristics of melody and rhythm.

These factors will

be pertinent for instruction at beginning levels regardless

34

35

I

b.d
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,

p.

34 .

Ruth Ann Lynch,

"Don't Just Teach Singing," p. 42.
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of age levels.

36

A divergent concept suggested for music curriculum ineludes physical movement.

According to Guenther,

Studies conducted in all parts of the world have indicated that there is a significant relationship between
movement and mental stimulation - so significant that
many authorities now view movement as the basis for all
learning.37
The Panel of Experts found this study to be within their
realm of experience.

It was their consensus of opinion that

it would indeed be difficult to be involved with listening to
or performing music in a motionless state.
In general, the Panel of Experts agreed with these views
of vocal curriculum with minor

~uggestions

and refinements.

One panel member, William Winnick, calls for a specific instructional technique, Movable DO plus Pivot (modulation),
for the prime consideration of music reading.

After many

years of music study, performance, research into and writing
about music reading problems, it is his conclusion that this
technique is the most reliable and therefore produces the
best results.

38

36

Sally Monsour and Margaret Perry, A Junior High School
Music Handbook (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentic-Hall, Inc.,
1970):
1, 2, 47 & 61.
37

Annette R. Guenther, "Open Education Places the Arts
in the Core of the Curriculum," Music Educators Journal
(April 1974):
79.
38

Interviews with William Winnick, Music Skills, Inc.,
Lauderhill, Florida, February, April, May, September, October, November, 1982, and January through May, 1983.
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Extant,Available Curriculum Guides
for High School Choral Music
Twenty-four nationally diverse, metropolitan school
districts were requested to supply a curriculum guide for
high school vocal music instruction.

The final results

reveal that, of the selected districts, sixteen do not
have the requested guide, eleven have guides but, five
were out of stock, three sent junior high guides, and one
district refused to cooperate.

The net result was there

were two school districts which furnished the requested
materials for study.

The results, in concise graphic

form, appear below as Table 1.
Prior to reviewing each of the available curriculum
guides, it was necessary to establish acceptable criteria
and general areas of curriculum guide content for vocal
music education as a standard for review.

Gleaned from

the materials and suggestions of this study and discussions with the Panel of Experts, a practical, usable
curriculum guide which would be of influence was determined to contain four essential divisions:

(1)

the funda-

mentals of music, singing, and music reading arranged in
an ascending order of difficulty,

(2)

philosophical posi-

sions and pedigogical suggestions for each fundamental,
(3)

prepared, easily used tests with answer sheets cover-

ing the various elements of music, and (4)
materials.

reference

The latter division should include but not be

26

TABLE 1
CURRICULUM GUIDES REQUESTED AND RESPONSES

Districts

Ultimate Response

Atlanta, Georgia

in revision; none available

Charlotte-Mecklenburg,
North Carolina

no curriculum guide

Chicago, Illinois

no curriculum guide

Dallas, Texas

no curriculum guide

Dade County, Florida

no curriculum guide

Duval County, Florida

.furnished Junior High guide

Hillsborough County,
Florida

furnished Senior High guide

Houston, Texas

no curriculum guide

Leon County, Florida

existing guide not available

Los Angeles, California

no curriculum guide

Madison, Wisconsin

no curriculum guide

Mason City, Iowa

furnished Junior High General
Music guide

Memphis, Tennessee

furnished Senior High guide

Minneapolis, Minnesota

no curriculum guide

Nashville, Tennessee

no curriculum guide

New York, New York

no curriculum guide

Philadelphia, Pennsylva ni a

furnished Junior High guide

Phoenix, Arizona

no curriculum guide

Pinellas County, Florida

in revision; none available

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

no curriculum guide

27
TABLE 1 (Continued)
Saint Louis, Missouri

no curriculum guide

San Francisco, California

no curriculum guide

Seattle,

no curriculum guide

~vashington

State of Utah
(Music Supervisor)

no curriculum guide

limited to information relative to discipline/classroom
management and control, rehearsal procedures, career opportunities in music, vocal literature recordings of vocal performances, and professional contacts.

In addition, the

information and material first and second divisions should
be combined for practical use in classroom instruction.
This approach sets forth a positive statement of what
is expected of the vocal music teacher and students by the
school district, what steps should be taken to meet the
expectations, assistance is offered for successful attainment of the goals, evaluation of the teaching/learning
effort is provided, and such a curriculum guide, when
properly applied, will be of influence.

Finally, a dis-

trict standard is established for vocal music which fulfills the purpose of a curriculum guide as ascertained at
the beginning of this chapter.
The most practical of the five guides reviewed was
developed for the Memphis City Schools, Memphis,

28
Tennessee.

39

For all grades, 7-12, concept areas and ex-

pected accomplishments are well defined and expressed.

In

most instances, teaching a concept or rehearsing a composition is well detailed.

Four appendices dealing with

recordings and composers, rehearsal procedures, repertoire
and programs, hints for teachers, and a list of materials
held in the school district were excellent.

While a por-

tion of the content is excellent and meets the criteria
established, the organization and format do not lend
toward a logical, sequential instructional continuum
which ties the material together in a manner which leads
to successful learning and performance.

Furthermore, a

great deal of the content is presented with no practical
application described.

Finally, the absence of prepared

tests for evaluating application of the guide renders it
impotent as an educational influence and relegates it to
reference status.
The remaining four curriculum guides from Mason City,
Iowa,

40

.
l
.
41
Philadelphla, Pennsy vanla,
Hillsborough County,

39

.
l urn Gul'd e:
. an d Voca l Muslc
.
Currlcu
Genera 1 Muslc
(grades 7-12) (Memphis City Schools, Memphis, Tennessee,
no date given).
40

calvin Folkerts, et al, General Music, Grades 6,7,8
(Mason City Community Schoor-District, Mason City, Iowa,
1982).
41

Michael S. Giamo, Music Grades 7-8 (Office of Curriculum and Instruction:
The School District of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1981).
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42
43
.
.
an d Duva 1 County, F 1 or1' d a
are organ1zed
w1th
F 1 or1'd a,
sequential behavioral or performance based objectives.
Other than this point, the criteria for curriculum guides
were not met.

All do include worksheets, text lists, music

lists, and other helpful hints.

However, there is no phil-

osophical or pedagogical information, nor are suggestions
included to aide teachers toward a thorough and comprehensive application of the content.

In addition, no prepared

tests are included or suggested which further leaves the
application of the guide as a perfunctory approach with no
district-wide evaluative tool in vocal music education and
again there is diminished educational influence upon teachers, students, or society.
Status of Curriculum Guides
for High School Choral Music
The general dearth of curriculum organization, presented as curriculum guides and pertinent to this study,
along with the divergent approaches to organization and content reflected in the literature and the available guides
for review leaves a bleak prospect for the future of

42

John H. Singleton, Performance-Based Criteria for
Vocal Music, 4th revision (Hillsborough County Schools,
Tampa, Florida, May, 1978).
43

J. Mark Scott and Barbara R. Dawkins, Teacher's
Guide to Chorus I, II, and III in the Junior High School
(Duval County Public Schools, Jacksonville, Florida,
1982).
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quality choral music education in the American society
and national culture in general.

The problem must be

addressed, and it is strongly suggested the solution be
founded upon the criteria ascertained through research.

CHAPTER III
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
General Considerations
This study consists of five chapters plus Bibliography.
Chapter I includes the problem statement, purpose of the
study, limitations of the study, definition of terms and
research hypothesis and questions.

Chapter II consists of

a review of pertinent literature including available, extant curriculum guides for high school choral music instruction.

Chapter III includes general considerations,

information sources and specific study design.

Chapter IV

details the results of the study in statistical terms.
And, Chapter V describes the conclusions and suggests some
recommendations for future study.
Information Sources and Methods
The Sources
Published sources were restricted to books of a text
genre and professional journal and magazine articles with
publication dates subsequent to 1965.

However, certain

technical and historical data published prior to 1965 was
necessarily included.

Where necessary, copyright and

other publication rights have been granted.
31

Unpublished
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sources include dissertations, theses, extant curriculum
guides and teacher made materials.
The Methods
General
Included in the general methods were requests for extant curriculum guides on the subject, data base search,
and a review of personal, university and public library
materials and sources.
Panel of Experts
A panel of six experts (Appendix A), all current or
former choral instructors, was selected and organized to
identify general and sub-competencies for high school
choral students.

The panel agreed the competencies should

reflect the music study areas identified by the American/
Icelandic Project but with a vocal/choral perspective.

1

Eight general competencies, each with sub-competencies,
were ultimately agreed upon.

The number of sub-competencies

varies for each general competency.
Gathering Information
Twenty-four school music supervisors, located in nationally prominent cities, were selected and requested to
submit their current high school choral music curriculum
guide as assistance for this study.

Those not responding

after four weeks were sent a second request in the form of

1

Woods, "The American/Icelandic Report."
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a post card for easy and quick response.

After a second

lack of response, telephone calls were made in a final
attempt to secure additional contribution to this study and
evaluate existing curriculum guides.

Table 1 (Pages 26-27)

portrays the districts contacted and the ultimate result.
Through the services of The Florida Atlantic University research

lib~arian,

a computer search for materials

relevant to this study, both published and unpublished,
was completed.
A thorough search was made of the pertinent holdings
of three college or university libraries, a public library,
and personal library materials.
and compared in detail.

The materials were studied

Salient and viable concepts were

gleaned for inclusion in this study.
The Panel of Experts was met for interview both individually and in concert.

This was extremely valuable in

establishing the need for this study and correlating items
for the survey instrument with available research, and in
determining a suggested choral music curriculum.
Finally, the survey instrument packet was personally
distributed to and retrieved from individuals in the research population sample.
Design of the Study
This study was designed to analyze a set of competencies which can be expected of a student at the conclusion
of a four year high school choral experience, to rate those

34

competencies as to their relative importance, and recommend
an appropriate curriculum for high school choral students
reflective of the rated competencies .
Research Hypothesis and Questions
The following null hypothesis was tested:

When con-

sidered simultaneously, differences on the eight general cornpetencies were the same for all three experience type groups.
The alternative hypothesis developed was:

When considered

simultaneously, differences on the eight general cornpetencies were not the same for all three experience type groups.
To further analyze the relationship among the responses
of the raters, these questions were asked:
1.

Did the data obtained from the rating procedure concerning the general competencies lend
themselves to a statistical rank order of
relative importance?

2.

Do the groups differ when all eight general
competencies are considered simultaneously?

3.

On which individual general competencies do
the groups differ?

4.

How do the groups differ on the individual
general competencies?

To summarize this procedure, the rank order of both the
competencies and sub-competencies

was

compared for signifi-

cant differences according to ratings by experiential description.

Furthermore, the rating procedure, resulting in

rank order of competencies, was studied according to reliability of rank order of relative importance.

35

The Survey Instrument
The first task for this phase of this study was development of the general and sub-competencies list.

This was

accomplished with the assistance of the Panel of Experts
(Appendix A) in conjunction with the results of the American /
Icelandic Project.

2

The ultimate survey instrument (Appen-

dix B) was the result of two meetings with the panel.

The

general and sub-competencies were discussed for inclusion,
clarity of expression, and correlation with the American/
Icelandic Project, referred to above.

The final randomly

organized list contained eight general competencies with no
set number of sub-competencies for each.

This list is re-

fleeted in Table 2.
To complete the survey, each individual was furnished
a survey instrument packet (Appendix B) containing a cover
letter, a general information sheet, and the eight identified competencies with the associated sub-competencies.
For each competency page, directions were given which
described the following procedure:

the sub-competencies

were to be rated from the most important through the least
important employing a numbering sequence described for each
page.

The next step was to rate the general competencies

from one to eight with one as th e most important.

This

format for the rating of identified competencies was
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TABLE 2
CATEGORIES OF GENERAL AND SUB-COMPETENCIES PROPOSED
FOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL STUDENTS

General Competencies:
1.0

Competency in Proper Vocal Technique

2.0

Competency in Duration (Rhythm)

3.0

Competency in Linear (Melodic) Pitch

4.0

Competency in Vertical (Harmonic) Pitch

5.0

Competency in Vocabulary and Score Reading

6.0

Competency in Interpretive Elements

7.0

Competency in Musical Form

8.0

Competency in Concert Discipline and Etiquette

Sub-competencies:
1.1 - 1.10 - Sub-competencies in Proper Vocal Technique
2.1

-

2.6

Sub-competencies in Duration (Rhythm)

3.1

3.14

Sub-competencies in Linear (Melodic) Pitch

4.1

4.8

Sub-competencies in Vertical (Harmonic)
Pitch

5.1 - 5.5

Sub-competencies in Vocabulary and Score
Reading

6.1 - 6.12 - Sub-competencies in Interpretive Elements
7.1

7. 3

Sub-competencies ln Musical Form

8.1

8. 9

Sub-competencies ln Concert Discipline
and Etiquette
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designed after a research project by Mildred Augenstein.

3

For a clear visual picture of the entire survey instrument
packet, see Appendix B.
The objective of the rating procedure was to rank
order the sub-competentices on each rating sheet according
to the individual rater•s personal opinion of importance
with one being most important and the highest number the
least important.

Once the sub-competencies for each rating

sheet had been ordered, the raters were to then consider
each general competency sheet as a whole and arrange these
in order of importance from one to eight, with one being
most important and eight least important.

The completed

tasks yielded an average ranking of the general and subcompetencies.
The rating sheets were unnumbered to avoid a prejudicial situation for the individual raters.

However, for data

analysis following the rating procedure, each rating sheet
was assigned a number following the process used in the
Augenstein study.

4

For example, items ordered on General

Competency Rating Sheet 4, containing 8 sub-competencies,
would be recorded as 4.1, 4.2 through 4.8.

When the com-

petencies were arranged in the average ranking order at

3

Auguenstein, Mildred, A Comparative Study of Ratings
of Proposed Teacher Competencies for Middle School English ...
(Ed.D. dissertation, Florida Atlantic University, 1974).
11
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the end of the survey, the most important items would
carry low numbers while the least important items would
carry higher numbers.

The rankings of the sub-competencies

under each of the general competencies was critical to formulating the answer to the fourth research question,

"How

do the groups differ on the individual general competencies?"
The categories of general and sub-competencies were
listed in Table 2 with the complete list and packet items
in Appendix B.
The Population and Research Sample
Three categories of individuals associated with and
the most familiar with high school choral students were
identified to survey concerning the competencies.
categories were:

These

current or former high school choral in-

structors, high school chorus members, .and post-high
school chorus (choir) members.

At least 75 individuals

in each category, from the state of Florida, were surveyed
concerning the identified competencies.

These individuals

were contacted through the state vocal teachers association and local school, civic and church choruses/choirs.
The Variables
In this study, the three groups of raters all had one
criteria in common:

they were experienced in choral music

and were familiar with learning and achieving competencies
for choral students even though the type of experience
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varies.

Ability to complete the rating sheets was depend-

ent upon their type of choral experience, their beliefs
and judgements concerning the competencies for choral
music were independent.

In this regard, their precon-

ceived judgements, taken as a group, were considered to be
the independent variable.

The dependent variables were the

effects of type of experience on the ranking of the proposed competencies for high school choral music students.
These variables were assigned the following numerical categories:
Independent Variable:

TYPE OF EXPERIENCE

I.O - Total Sample of Raters - N = 225
I.l - Group of Current/former Choral
Instructors - N = 75
I.2 - Group of High School Choral
Students - N = 75
I.3 - Group of Post-High school Choir
(Choral) Members - N = 75
Dependent Variables:

EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE TYPE ON
RATINGS OF COMPETENCIES FOR
HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL STUDENTS

D-A:

Average ranking of proposed competencies according to their importance
for high school choral students (No.
1 = most important; No. 8 = least
important)

D-B:

Differences between the three groups
when all eight general competencies
are considered simultaneously.

D-C:

Differences between the three groups
for each individual general competency.
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D-D:

How the groups differ on each individual general competency.

The general and sub-competencies are listed in Table 2.
Analysis of the Data
The purpose of this study was to obtain a rating of
competencies concerning high school choral students and to
analyze variations in agreement as to relative importance
of the competencies.
in the analysis were:

The statistical techniques utilized
(1)

multivariate (MANOVA) and

univariate (ANOVA) analysis of variance tests, and the
Scheffe post-hoc, follow-up test, and,

(2)

a table of

average rankings of the general and sub-competencies.
These procedures tested the null hypothesis and the questions designed for the study, and were used to compare the
rankings of the three groups of raters with each other,
and to obtain a reliable rank order of importance for the
eight general competencies.

For the table of average

rankings, median values from the one-way frequency distribution were used.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Demographic Data
The research packets, Appendix B, were distributed to
'

a total of 375 potential respondents or 125 in each of three
(1)

categories:

current or former high school choral in-

structors (directors),
dents), and,

(3)

(2)

high school choral members (stu-

post-high school chorus/choir members

(graduate singers).

The first 75 correctly completed pack-

ets ieturned were included in the results.

Thus, the stated

goal of 225 total respondent raters, 75 for each of the
categories, was achieved.

Table 3 identifies the demograph-

ic data for the 225 respondents.
Significance of the Obtained Ratings
In this study, the opinions of the raters were correlated in order to determine agreement concerning the relative importance of eight proposed general competencies and
associated sub-competencies for high school choral students
by indicating systematic variability in the ratings.

The

results should be generalized only to the population surveyed.

The dependent variables developed were the effects

of the type of experience on the ratings expressed as
41
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TABLE 3
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
225 RATERS OF COMPETENCIES FOR
HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL STUDENTS

TYPE OF EXPERIENCE:

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE:
1 - 4
5 - 8
9

-

15

STUDENTS

GRADUATE
SINGERS

12
16

28
37.3

8
10.7

Freq.

11
14.7

36
48

8
10.7

Freq.

11
14.7

9
12

Freq.

INSTRUCTORS

6
8

16 - 25
Over 25
TOTALS
TOTALS

EDUCATION:
H.S. STUDENT OR GRAD.
A.S. DEGREE/
2 YEARS COLLEGE
BACHELOR'S DEGREE
POST-GRADUATE DEGREE
TOTALS
TOTALS

%

%

%

36
48

0
0

38
50.7

Freq.

10
13.3

0
0

12
16

Freq.

75
33.3

75
33. 3

75
33.3

Freq.

%

%

%

0
0

75
100

22
29.33

Freq.

0
0

0
0

16
21.33

Freq.

40
53.33

0
0

31
41.33

Freq.

35
46.66

0
0

6
8

Freq.

75
100

75
100

Freq.

75
100

%

%

%

%

%
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follows:

(1 )

in the average rankings of the eight general

competencies and the associated sub-competencies,

(2)

in

the differences among the groups when all eight general compentencies are considered simultaneously,

(3)

in the dif-

ferences among the groups for each individual general
competency and associated sub-competency, and (4)

in how

the groups differ on each individual general competency.
Discussion of the
General Competencies
Table 4
The ranking of the eight general competencies by the
total sample of 225 respondent raters, displayed in Table
4, are listed in the same sequence of one to eight as presented in the survey packet.

The next column presents a

summary of the median values for the eight general competencies extracted from the one-way frequency distribution.

By

arranging the median values in order from smallest to largest, an average ranking by the three experience type groups,
taken as an aggregate, was derived.

The position of each

general competency in this type ranking is shown in the
last column to the right.
The null hypothesis tested in this study stated:
There are no differences among the three groups
of raters in the rankings they assigned the
general and sub-competencies.
In order to test the null hypothesis, the ranking of the
eight general competencies (see Table 4) was subjected to
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the three following questions:

(l)

Do the three groups

differ when all eight general competencies are considered
simultaneously?

(2)

On which individual general competen-

cies do the three groups differ? and,

(3)

How do the three

groups differ on the individual general competencies?

This

general to specific approach for comparative analysis was
achieved through multivariate (MANOVA) and univariate
(ANOVA) F - tests, and the Scheffe post-hoc, follow-up
test.
TABLE 4
MEDIAN VALUES AND RANKINGS FOR
EIGHT GENERAL COMPETENCIES

#

GENERAL
COMPETENCIES*

MEDIAN
VALUES

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Vocal Technique
Duration
Linear Pitch
Vertical Pitch
Vocabulary/Score Reading
Musical Form
Interpretive Elements
Concert Discipline

1.318
2.988
3.061
4.491
4.795
7.779
6.074
5.236

AVERAGE
RANKING

1
2
3
4
5
8
7
6

*Some of the compet e ncy titles presented here
were abbreviated in the interest of space.
Table 5
Table 5 details the multivariate tests of significance.
In reviewing this information, it was found that both the
Pillais and Wilks tests yield an F value in excess of 4.5
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which reveals there was significant difference in the rankings among the three groups.

The value for the significance

of F, .0001, indicates that the differences are greater than
what could be expected to occur by chance.

In other words,

a chance occurrence of these differences may appear only
once in 10,000 repetitions of the survey.
Since the chance occurrence of these outcomes is miniscule, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative
remains.

To recall, the alternative hypothesis states:
There are differences among the three groups in
the rankings they assigned the general and subcompetencies.
TABLE 5

MULTIVARIATE TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE (S=2, M=2.5, N=l06)
EFFECT: TYPE OF EXPERIENCE

TEST
NAME

APPROX.
VALUE

PILLAIS .27887
. 73026

~HLKS

HYPOTHESIS

F

F

4.35447
4.55293

16.00
16.00

ERROR
OF

430.00
428.00

SIGNIFICANCE
OF F

.0001
.0001

Having established that group differences in the ratings do
exist, the next task was to answer the second of the questions, "On which individual general competencies do the three
groups differ significantly?"

To answer the question, uni-

variate F - tests were conducted for each of the eight
general competencies, the results of which are displayed in
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Table 6.

Once again, the competencies sought for furth e r

study are those with a significant difference in th e rankings which cannot be attributed to chance.
Table 6
A review of Table 6 revealed that the F values for
four of the eight general competencies,
nique,

( 2)

duration,

( 3)

(1)

vocal tech-

linear pitch, and (4)

concert

discipline and etiquette, exceed the tabled value of 3.07
at an alpha level of .05.

1

Given that the null hypothe-

sis is true, further analysis indicated that vocal technique and duration contain differences of ranking which
could be expected by chance only once in 10,000 repetitions.
The differences of rankings associated with linear pitch
could be expected to occur by chance only three times in
1,000 repetitions, and those differences in rankings associated with concert discipline and etiquette could be expected to occur by chance only 11 times in 1000 repetitions.
Since the frequency for chance occurrence of these differences is statistically small, it was concluded that the
differences are indeed significant and that factors other
than chance did influence the rankings by the three groups.
The next task for this study was to analyze the data
in such a manner as to discover how the differences in

1

Marigold Linton and PhilipS. Gallo, Jr., The Practical Statistician; Simplified Handbook of Statistics
(Monterey, California: Brooks/Cole Publishing, Co., 1975),
p. 369.
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rankings occurred.

The catalyst for this analysis was the

third and final question,

"How do the three groups of raters

differ on the individual general competencies?"

To accom-

plish this, the Scheffe post-hoc, follow-up test was conducted on the four general competencies which had revealed
significant differences in rankings by the three rating
groups, current or former high school choral instructors,
high school chorus members, and post-high school chorus/
choir members.
were:

(1)

pitch and,

The four general competencies to be examined

vocal technique,
(4)

(2)

duration,

(3)

linear

concert discipline and etiquette.

The Scheffe post-hoc, follow-up test

WqS

selected for

this phase of analysis because it is a very conservative
test and will not pronounce groups as different unless
there is a definite difference, whereas the high-powered,
more liberal F - test may indicate a difference.

In practi-

cal terms, the Scheffe test serves as a safeguard or check
against Type I errors which could develop when using only
the F - tests.
Before reviewing Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10, an explanation is required concerning abbreviation of terms.

Group

one will be current or former high school choral instructors, group two will be high school choral students, and
group three will be post-high school chorus/choir members.
Through examination of the tables below, the Scheffe test
results became available.
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Table 7
Looking at Table 7, dealing with the rankings of vocal
technique, it was found that the Scheffe test confirms the
F - test findings that there was a significant difference
in the way the three groups ranked this competency.

It

was further found that group three ranked this competency
significantly lower than groups one and two.

It was also

found that although group two rated this competency most
important among the three groups, the rated difference between groups two and onewas not considered to be significant.
TABLE 7
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE
GENERAL COMPETENCY - VOCAL TECHNIQUE

MEANS
l. 6400
l. 7568
2.7067

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

2

l

3

*

*

2

l
3

* Indicates that group three differs

significantly from groups two and
one at the .10 level.

Table 8
The second F - test results for a general competency
upon which the Scheffe test was conducted was duration or
rhythm.

According to the Scheffe test results, displayed

so
in Table 8, there was no significant difference in the ratings of the three groups.

It should be pointed out, again,

that the Scheffe post-hoc, follow-up test is very conservative in estimating differences among groups, and consequently does not pronounce two groups as different,

whereas the

F - test may.
TABLE 8
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE
GENERAL COMPETENCY - DURATION

GROUP
3
1

2

MEAN
2.9600
3.0933
3.8933

Table 9
The third F - test results for a general competency
tested by the Scheffe procedure, was linear pitch.

Looking

at Table 9, it was found that group two, high school chorus
members, ranked this competency significantly lower than
did group three, post-high school choir members.

Although

group one, current or former high school choral instructors,
ranked this competency lower than did group three and higher
than group two, the differences were not considered to be
significant, by the Scheffe test.
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TABLE 9
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE
GENERAL COMPETENCY - LINEAR PITCH

MEANS

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

3

l

2

3
l
2

*

2.8133
3.1757
3.6267

*

Indicates that group two differs
significantly from group 3 at the
. 10 level .

Table 10
The fourth, and last, F - test results for a general
competency upon which the Scheffe test was conducted is, concert discipline and etiquette.

Referring to Table 10, it was

found that, although the means are different, the conservative Scheffe test did not pronounce them significantly different.
TABLE 10
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE GENERAL COMPETENCY CONCERT DISCIPLINE AND ETIQUETTE

GROUP
2
3
l

MEAN
4.0933
5.1467
5.1733
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The results, thus far, have shown four of the eight
original general competencies,
ation,

( 3)

(1)

linear pitch, and (4)

vocal technique,

(2) dur-

concert discipline and

etiquette, were ranked significantly different by the three
rating groups when the ratings were subjected to MANOVA and
ANOVA F-tests.

Of these four, the rankings of two,

cal technique and (2)

(1)

vo-

linear pitch, were also pronounced

significantly different when subjected to the conservative
Scheffe post-hoc, follow-up test.
Discussion of the Sub-competencies
Associated With Vocal Technique
In order to discover the reasons for the stated significantly different ratings, an analysis of the sub-competencies associated with the general competencies, vocal
technique and linear pitch was conducted.

The statistical

tests and procedures were the same as those employed for
the eight general competencies.
Table 11
The initial step in continuing the study was a review
of Table 11 which displays the ten sub-competencies associated with the general competency, vocal

techni~ue.

The

order of presentation is the same as in the survey packet,
Appendix B.

The next column to the right gives the median

values for each of the sub-competencies.

By arranging the

median values in order from the smallest to largest, an
average ranking was derived for the ten sub-competencies
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when the three groups of raters, current or former high
school choral instructors, high school chorus members, and
post-high school choir members, were considered as an aggregate.

The last column to the right reflects the resultant

average ranking of one to ten.
TABLE 11
, MEDIAN VALUES AND RANKINGS FOR TEN
SUB-COMPETENCIES ASSOCIATED WITH
THE GENERAL COMPETENCY - VOCAL TECHNIQUE

#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SUB-COMPETENCY*
Pos:tures
Breathing
Tongue positions
Jaw position
Throat position
Tone placement
Articulations
Vowel concepts
,consonant concepts
Vocabulary

MEDIAN
VALUE
2.408
1. 841

6.714
6.795
5.894
3.135
6.909
4.917
6.971
9.194

AVERAGE
RANKING
2
1
6
7
5
3
8
4
9
10

* Some of the sub-competency titles presented
here were abbreviated in the interest of
space.

By applying the general to specific approach to anaylsis
of variance, as was used for the eight general competencies,
the first test attempted was the multivariate (MANOVA) analysis to be interpreted by the Pillais and Wilks tests for significance.

However, by virtue of the way ranking data were

obtained, a linear dependency existed in the data which prevented the MANOVA from being conducted.

In other words, the
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variance-covariance matrix from each of the three groups of
raters was singular, and no within groups cells error determinance was obtained.

The dependency could best be

understood as the ranking procedure producing a forced or
pre-determined value for the final sub-competency to be
ranked.
Table 12
The linear dependency which prevented the operation
of the MANOVA test on the sub-competencies associated with
the general competency, vocal technique, did not prevent
completion of the univariate (ANOVA) F - tests.

Results

of the ANOVA are displayed in Table 12 which re.veals the
test was conducted at 2 and 222 degrees of freedom, testing the effect of type of experience upon the average
ranking of these sub-competencies.

The tabled value for 2

and 222 degrees of freedom with an alpha level of .OS is
3.07.

2

Therefore, any sub-competency with an F value which

exceeds the tabled value was considered to contain factors,
other than chance, which influenced the average ranking.
Prior to concluding the five sub-competencies,
tongue position,
concepts,

(4)

(2)

basic throat position,

consonant concepts, and (5)

(1)

(3)

basic
vowel

vocabulary,

actually contained significant differences, these rankings
were further tested with the conservative Scheffe post-hoc,

'l'ABLE 12
UNl VARl A'l'E F - TES'l'S FOR 'l'EN SUB-COt'-1PE'l'ENCI ES ASSOCIA'l'l.::U
'l'liE GENERAL COt-!PE'l'ENCY - VO CAL 'l'ECiiNlQUE

SU IJ-COt-tPE'I'ENC 1 ES *

IIYPO'l'HESIS SS

ERROR SS

IIYPO'l'IIESIS MS

V.J

I '1'11

EHHOR MS

F

-- --- -

-

----

Postures

2 .96000

13HO.tltl0ll0

1. 48000

6.2201U

.2J7'J4

Ureuthing

3.98111

2H6.H8000

1.99111

l . 2 'J .2 2 5

1.~4llUI

108.90667

1.083.65333

54.45333

4.UUl32

.64889

1099.14667

.32444

4.95111

.ll655J

1.22.34667

l241..8l333

61.17333

S.S9375

10.93601**

6.67556

1444.85333

3.33778

6.SOU35

.512US

.96889

907.54667

.40444

4.U8H05

. l I HS 0

t:l7.44000

1150.80000

43.72000

S .l837U

8.43399**

Consonant concepts

38.1.9556

901.33333

1.9.09778

4.06006

4.70382**

Voc abulary

61.66222

1814.40000

30.U3111

U.l7297

3 .77 233**

'l'ongue position
Jaw position
'l'lu-oat position
'l'one p L:1cemen t
Articulations
Vow e~

concepts

Effect:
D.F.:

Alpha:

ll.

1 ~545 **

Type of Experience
2,

222

.05**
-- - - - -------

*Some of the sub-competency titles presented here were abbreviilted in th (j intL!r cs L ot spact2.

lJl
lJl
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follow-up test as a counter-balance to the liberal F-tes t .
Table 13
Looking at Table 13 which displays the average ranking
for the sub-competency, basic throat position, it was found
that the Scheffe test confirms the ANOVA test results that
there was significant difference in how the three groups
ranked this item.

Specifically, group one, current or

former high school choral instructors ranked this sub-competency as significantly less important than did groups two
and three, high school choral members and post-high school
choir members, respectively.

Although group two ranked

this item as more important than did group three, the differences between the two were not considered to be significant.
TABLE 13
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
BASIC TONGUE POSITION, ASSOCIATED WITH
THE GENERAL COMPETENCY ~ VOCAL TECHNIQUE

MEANS

5.9200
6.2933
7.5467

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

2

3

1

2
3
1

*

*

* Indicates that group one differs significantly from groups two and three at the .10 level.
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Table 14
The second Scheffe test was conducted on the sub-competency, basic throat position.

It was immediately clear that

this test confirmed the differences in average ranking for
this item to be significant.

Table 14 revealed that group

two, high school chorus members, ranked basic throat position significantly more imporiant than groups one and three,
current or former high school choral instructors and posthigh school choir members, respectively.

Although group

one ranked this item as more important than did group three,
the difference was not considered to be significant.
TABLE 14
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
BASIC THROAT POSITION, ASSOCIATED WITH
THE GENERAL COMPETENCY - VOCAL TECHNIQUE

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

2

1

3

*

*

GROUP

MEAN

2
1
3

5.1067
6.6000
6.7333

*

Indicates that group two differs
significantly from groups one and
three at the .10 level.

Table 15
The third sub-competency ANOVA results to be tested by
the Scheffe test was, vowel concepts.

The Scheffe results,

displayed in Table 15, revealed that group one, current or
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former high school choral instructors, ranked this sub-competency significantly more important than did groups three
and two, post-high school choir members and high school
chorus members, respectively.

Although group three ranked

this item as more important than did group two, the difference in ranking was not considered to be significant.
TABLE 15
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
VOWEL CONCEPTS, ASSOCIATED WITH THE
GENERAL COMPETENCY - VOCAL TECHNIQUE

MEAN
4.2933
5.4533
5.7333

GROUP
1
3
2

GROUP
1

GROUP
3

GROUP
2

*

*

* Indicates that group one differs significantly from groups three and two at the
.10 level.

Table 16
The fourth F - test value which exceeded the tabled F
value of 3.07

3

nant concepts.

at 2 and 222 degrees of freedom was for cansoThe scheffe test was then conducted to verify

or deny this conclusion, the results of which are seen in
Table 16.

A review of these Scheffe test results revealed

that group two, high school chorus members, ranked this subcompetency significantly less important than did groups one
and three, current or former high school choral instructors.
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and post-high school choir members, respectively.

Although

group one ranked this item as more important than did group
three, the difference was not considered to be significant.
TABLE 16
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
CONSONANT CONCEPTS, ASSOCIATED WITH
GENERAL COMPETENCY - VOCAL TECHNIQUE

MEAN
6.4267
6.4667
7.3200

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

1

1

1

1
3
2

*

*

* Indicates that group two differs
significantly from groups one and
three at the .10 level.

Table 17
The fifth, and last, sub-competency associated with vocal technique to be tested by the ANOVA procedure for significant differences in average rankings was, vocabulary.

The

Scheffe test results, displayed in Table 17, confirms the
ANOVA finding that significant differences in the rankings
did exist.

The results contain a more involved difference

than was present in the previous four sub-competencies.

Group

one, current or former high school choral instructors, did
not differ significantly from group three, post-high school
choir members, or from group two, high school chorus members
even though group three ranked this item as more important
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than did group one, and group two ranked it less important
than did group one.

However, it was determined that groups

two and three differed significantly in ranking this item,
with group three ranking it significantly more important
than did group two.

This phenomenon produced two homogene-

ous sub-sets of two groups for comparison, whereas, the
previous Scheffe tests produced only one sub-set containing
two groups.

To clarify this situation, the sub-set assign-

ments were displayed in Table 17 in addition to the grid
type display formerly employed.
TABLE 17
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
VOCABULARY, ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERAL
COMPETENCY, VOCAL TECHNIQUE

SUB-SET 1:
GROUP
MEAN

GROUP
3
7.1333

GROUP
l
7.7067

GROUP
l
7.7067

GROUP
2
8.4133

SUB-SET 2:
GROUP
HEAN

MEAN
7.1333
7.7067
8.4133

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

3

l

2

3
l
2

*

* Indicates that group three differs significantly from group two at the .10 level.
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Discussion of Sub-competencies
Associated Wlth Llnear Pltch
Table 18
The first step in analyzing the general competency,
linear pitch, was to organize the associated fourteen subcompetencies according to the average rankings by the 225
respondent raters, taken as an aggregate.

Table 18 dis-

plays that result.
TABLE 18
MEDIAN VALUES AND RANKINGS FOR FOURTEEN
SUB-COMPETENCIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
GENERAL COMPETENCY - LINEAR PITCH

#

SUB-COMPETENCY*

MEDIAN
VALUE

AVERAGE
RANKING

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Recognize a staff
Identify two clef signs
Match pitch
Demonstrate sightsinging
Tactile pitch association
Aurally identify intervals
Perform major scale
Perform 2 forms minor scale
Perform major triad
Perform minor triad
Identify major key sig's.
Identify relative minor keys
Demonstrate chromatic scale
Vocabulary

2.046
3.174
2.512
6.696
12.208
6.222
5.125
11.425
6.655
8.659
8.274
10.674
8.950
12.320

1
3
2
7

10
11

12
13
14

13
5
4

12
6
9
8
11

10
14

* Some sub-competency titles presented here
were abbreviated in the interest of space.

The sub-competencies were presented in this table in the same
sequential order as in the survey packet, Appendix B.

The
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next column gives the median values for each sub-competency
ranking, which, when arranged in order from the smallest to
largest, allowed an average ranking to be derived for the
fourteen sub-competencies when the three groups of raters,
current or former high school choral instructors, high school
chorus members, and post-high school choir members, were
considered as an aggregate.

The results of the average rank-

ing of the median values appears in the last column to the
right.
Table 19
The next procedure for study of the general c9mpetency,
linear pitch and the associated sub-competencies, was to
conduct the MANOVA test of significance.

Table 19 reflects

the concurrent results of the Pillais and Wilks tests
through the significance of F values which indicated factors not attributable to chance influenced the

aver~ge

rank-

ing of these fourteen sub-competencies by the three group
aggregate of raters.
TABLE 19
MULTIVARIATE TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE
(S = 2, M = 5~, N = 103~)
EFFECT: TYPE OF EXPERIENCE

TEST
NAME

VALUE

PILLAIS
WILKS

.78620
.34758

APPROXIMATE
F
9.71573
10.39317

HYPOTHESIS
F
28.00
28.00

ERROR SIGNIFICANCE
DF
OF F
420.00
418.00

0.01
0.01
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Having found the possibility of significant differences
among the three groups of raters, current or former high
school choral instructors, high school choral members, and
post-high school choir members, the next task was to determine which of the fourteen sub-competencies, under the
general competency of linear pitch, actually contained significant differences.

The first test conducted for this

purpose was the univariate (ANOVA) F - tests.

Reviewing

these results, found in Table 20, there are ten sub-competencies considered to contain significant differences in
average ranking under this general competency as reflected in an F value in excess of 3.07.

4

In order to counter-balance the liberal ANOVA test
and help prevent Type I errors, the ten sub-competencies,
detailed above and associated with the general competency,
linear pitch, were each submitted to the conservative
analysis of the Scheffe post-hoc, follow-up test.
Table 21
Taking the sub-competencies in sequential order, further study was first directed to, matching pitches within
the voice tessitura where it was found the significant
differences indicated by the ANOVA were substantiated by
the Scheffe test.

Table 21 reflects the findings from

'1' 1\1.11.1~

20

UNIVJ\RIJ\TE F - TESTS FOR FOURTEEN SULI -COMPETENCIES 1\SSOCll\TEU
WITII TilE GENERI\J, COMPETENCY - LINEI\R PITCIJ

SULI -COHPETENCIES*

IIYPOTIJESIS SS

ERROR SS

IIYPOTIIESlS MS

EIIHUII

~I S

F

--·- -Re co gnize a music staff

21.20889

1578.72000

11.60444

1 . II I 15

1.63182

Identify/apply two clef signa

J7.14667

1654.29H1

l8.57Jl1

7. 4 'i I 7 I

2.4924"1

I52.88000

1840.88000

76.44000

8. 2 922 5

'1 .2 11124"'

49.98667

2844.05lH

21. 491H

ll.OIIII'>

1 .6 7772

257.21556

2938 . 42667

128.61778

13 .2 3616

'1 . 71715''

94.82667

2155.17Jl1

47.411ll

9.70799

4.811395'*

Perform diatonic major scale

554.46222

1895.18667

277 . 2Hll

8 .5 1178

32.47111'*

Perform two forms diatonic
minor scale

1J5.14667

1144. 69))1

67.57ll1

7.1158911

11.59823''

Perform a major triad

264.10667

1124. 45JJ1

1J2. 051Jl

5 . 96601

22.13429**

40.64000

1155.16000

20.12000

6 . 1052J

l.J211JO'*

1Jl.l0222

1801.12000

65.55111

8.12216

8 . 0706 5 **

Hatch pitches
De mo nstrate sightsinging
system
Demonstrate tactile pitch
associations
Aurally identify intervals

Perform a minor triad
Identify major key signatures
Identify relative minor
key signatures

]16.22222

1634.10667

158 . 11111

7 .J 6U84

21.48001**

Demonstrate chromatic scale

710.42667

1789.57JJ1

155.21JJl

8 .0 6114

44 . 064119**

5.Jlll3

11.711547

. 45251

Vocabulary

Effects
D.P'.

1

1\lphas

10.66667

2616.J71Jl

Type of Experience
2,

222

.05,**

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- ---- - - - ·
*Some of the sub -competency tit lea presented her e were al>hrev i a ted i 11 the i nt e rest <>I

sp.H: e .

0"1
~
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which it was observed that group one, current or former high
school choral instructors ranked pitch matching significantly more important than did groups three and two, post-high
school choir members and high school chorus members, respectively.

Although group three ranks this item as more impor-

tant than did group two, the difference is not considered
significant.
TABLE 21
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
MATCH PITCH WITHIN THE VOICE TESSITURA,
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERAL COMPETENCY LINEAR PITCH

MEAN

GROUP

2.3333
3.7333
4.2933

GROUP
1

GROUP
3

GROUP
2

*

*

1
3
2

* Indicates that group one differs
significantly from groups three
and two at the .10 level.

Table 22
The second sub-competency under linear pitch which was
shown by the ANOVA to contain significant differences in
average rankings was, the ability to demonstrate tactile
pitch associations

(hand signals).

The Scheffe test indi-

cated that group two, high school chorus members, ranked
this item significantly more important than did group three,
post-high school choir members, and group one, current or
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former high school choral instructors.

Although group three

ranked it more important than did group one, the difference
between the latter two groups was not considered to be significant.

The Scheffe results are displayed in Table 22

below.
TABLE 22
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
DEMONSTRATE TACTILE PITCH ASSOCIATIONS,
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERAL COMPETENCY LINEAR PITCH

MEAN

GROUP

9.1733
11.2400
11.6000

2
3
1

*

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

2

3

1

*

*

Indicates that group two differs
significantly from groups three
and one at the .10 level.

Table 23
Table 23 displays the Scheffe results for the third
linear pitch sub-competency, aurally identify intervals,
indicated by the ANOVA test as containing significant differences in average ranking arnongthe three groups of
raters, current or former high school choral instructors,
high school choral students, and post-high school choir
members.

While the Scheffe results also indicated there

were significant differences in the rankings, a more cornplicated among-groups relationship was also present which
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is . similar to the one for the vocabulary sub-competency
associated with vocal technique, discussed earlier.

It was

found that group three ranked this sub-competency significantly more important than group two and more important,
but not significantly, than group one.

It was further

found that group one ranked this item as more important,
but not significantly, than group two.

In effect, group

one was in between groups two and three in ranking this
sub-competency, but not significantly distant from either.
To assist in understanding this test result, the sub-set
assignments have been presented in addition to the usual
grid presentation.
TABLE 23
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
AURALLY IDENTIFY INTERVALS, ASSOCIATED
~HTH THE GENERAL COMPETENCY LINEAR PITCH

SUB-SET 1:
GROUP:
MEAN:

3
5,8800

1
64667

SUB-SET 2 :
GROUP:
mean:

1
6.4667

7.4533

MEAN
5.8800
6.4667
7.4533

GROUP

2

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

3

1

2

3
1
2

*

* Indicates that only two groups, three and two, differ significantly from each other at the .10 level.
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Table 24
The fourth sub-competency under linear pitch to be subjected to the Scheffe test was, perform a diatonic major
scale.

The results for this item were even more interest-

ing since all three groups of raters, current or former high
school choral instructors, high school chorus members, and
post-high school choir members, differ significantly from
each other in ranking this sub-competency.

The difference

is significant to the degree that each group was statistically contained in a separate sub-set.

In other words,

the rankings were so different, they could not be
in the same sub-sets.

gr~uped

Thus, there were no among groups

agreements for this item.

Table 24 displays the results

as three separate sub-sets and in the usual grid presentation.

The ranking order, from most to least important, was

group one, group three and group two.
Table 25
The fifth sub-competency considered was, perform two
forms of a diatonic minor scale. Conducting the Scheffe test
confirmed the significant differences found earlier by the
ANOVA test.

While group three, post-high school choir mem-

bers, ranked this item as most important, that group also
differed significantly from groups one and two, current or
former high school choral instructors and high school
chorus members, respectively.

And, although group one

ranked this item as more important than did group three,
the difference between these latter groups was not considered
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TABLE 24
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
PERFORM A DIATONIC MAJOR SCALE,
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERAL COMPETENCY LINEAR PITCH

SUB-SET 1:
GROUP:
MEAN:

1
4.2933

SUB-SET 2:
GROUP:
MEAN:

3
5.88--

SUB-SET 3 :
GROUP:
MEAN:

2
8.1200

MEAN
4.2933
5.8800
8.1200

GROUP
1
3
2

GROUP

GROUP

1

3
*

**
***

***

* Indicates that group one differs
significantly from groups two and
three at the .10 level.
** Indicates that group three differs
significantly from groups one and
two at the .10 level.
*** indicates that group two differs
significantly from groups one and
three at the .10 level.

GROUP
2
*
**
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to be significant.

This result was displayed i n Table 25.
TABLE 25

SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
PERFORM TWO FORMS OF A DIATONIC MINOR
SCALE, ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERAL
COMPETENCY - LINEAR PITCH

MEAN
9.6000
11.1733
11.3067

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

3

1

2

*

*

GROUP
3
1
2

* Indicates that group three differs
significantly from groups one and
two at the .10 level.

Table 26
Continuing the application of the Scheffe test to those
associated with the competency linear pitch which were determined to contain significant differences in the rankings by
the ANOVA test, the sixth sub-competency considered was,
perform a major triad.

A situation was found here which

was identical to that of the sub-competency, perform a diatonic major scale, discussed above.
ment was found,

No among-groups agree-

but rather, the three groups of raters dif-

fered so significantly that each was statistically assigned
to a separate sub-set.

This can be seen in Table 26 in

addition to the fact that the groups ranked this sub-competency in the order from most to least important as follows:
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group one, current or former high school choral instructors,
group three,

post-high school choir members, and group two,

high school chorus members.
TABLE 26
FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
PERFORM A MAJOR TRIAD, ASSOCIATED WITH
THE GENERAL COMPETENCY - LINEAR PITCH

SCHEFFE ~ FINDINGS

SUB-SET 1:
GROUP:
MEAN:

1
5.4800

SUB-SET 2:
GROUP:
MEAN:

3
7:.1867

SUB-SET 3 :
GROUP:
MEAN:

8.0933

MEAN
5.4800
7.1867
8.0933

2

GROUP
1
3
2

GROUP
1
**
***

GROUP
3
*

GROUP
2

*
**

***

* Indicates that group one differs significantly from
groups three · and two at the .10 level.
** Indicates that group three differs significantly
from groups one and two at the .10 level.
*** Indicates that group two differs significantly from
groups one and three at the .10 level.
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Table 27
The seventh sub-competency which the ANOVA t e st indicated contained significant differences of average rankings
between the three groups was, perform a minor triad.

The

Scheffe test results, displayed in Table 27, are similar in
form to the previous results for the sub-competency, aurally identify intervals.

Looking at Table 27, it was found

that group three, post-high school choir members, ranked
this sub-competency as more important, with group one, current or former high school choral instructors ranking it
next in importance, while group two, high school chorus members, ranked it less important than did group one.

It was

also found that group one did not differ significantly
from either group three or two even though those groups did
differ significantly.

Again, this means group one, being

in between groups three and two, was not significantly
distant from either, but, groups three and two were significantly distant or different from each other in the ranking
of this item.

To aid in comprehending this situation, both

the sub-sets assignments and the usual grid display are
shown in Table 27.
Table 28
The ability to identify major key signatures was the
eighth linear pitch sub-competency for which the ANOVA test
described significant differences between the average rankings of the three groups of raters.

The Scheffe test
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TABLE 27
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
PERFORM A MINOR TRIAD, ASSOCIATED WITH
THE GENERAL COMPETENCY - LINEAR PITCH

SUB-SET 1:
GROUP:
MEAN:

8.0667

1
8.6267

SUB-SET 2 :
GROUP:
MEAN:

1
8.6267

2
9.1067

MEAN
8. 0 6 6"7
8.6267
9.1067

3

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

3

1

2

3
1
2

*

*

Indicates that groups three and two differ
significantly from each other at the .10
level.

results, detailed in Table 28, revealed that the three groups
ranked this sub-competency as follows:

the most important

ranking was by group two, high school chorus members, followed by group three, post-high school choir members with
the least important ranking given by group one, current or
former high school choral instructors.

It was also found

that while groups two and three differed in the rankings
assigned to this sub-competency, the difference was not considered to be significant.

However, group one, ranking

this sub-competency lowest in importance, differed
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significantly from the other two groups.
TABLE 28
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
IDENTIFY MAJOR KEY SIGNATURES, ASSOCIATED
WITH THE GENERAL COMPETENCY - LINEAR PITCH

MEAN
7.1867
8.0267
9.0533

GROUP
2

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

2

3

l

*
*

3
l

* Indicates that groups two and three both
differ significantly from group one at
the .10 level.

Table 29
The ninth linear pitch sub-competency considered by the
ANOVA to contain significant differences in the average rankings by the three groups of raters, current or former high
school choral instructors, high school chorus members, and
post-high school choir members, was identification of relative minor key signatures.

Checking the Scheffe test results,

displayed in Table 29, it was found that the three groups of
raters ranked this sub-competency from most to least important in this order:

group two, group three, and group one.

Group two was also found to differ significantly from both
groups three and one.

Although group three ranked this

sub-competency higher than did group one, the Scheffe test
does not pronounce a significant difference in the two rankings.
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TABLE 29
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
IDENTIFY RELATIVE MINOR KEY SIGNATURES,
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERAL COMPETENCY LINEAR PITCH

MEAN
8.1600
10.2267
10.9600

GROUP

GROUP

GROUP

2

3

1

*

*

GROUP
2
3
1

*

Indicates that group two differs
significantly from groups three
and one at the .10 level.

Table 30
The tenth, and final sub-competency, associated with the
competency, linear pitch, which the ANOVA determined to contain a significant difference in the average rankings was,
demonstrate a chromatic scale.

The conservative Scheffe

test also pronounced a significant difference in the average
rankings for this sub-competency, and, to the degree that
no between groups agreement existed.

Again, each rating

group was assigned to a seaprate sub-set.

The Scheffe re-

sults, displayed in Table 30, indicates both the sub-sets
and grid results in order to better clarify the test results.
Reviewing Table 30, it was found that the groups
ranked this sub-competency from most to least important as
follows:

group two, high school chorus members, group

three, post-high school choir members, and group one,
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current or form e r high school choral i n struct or s.
TABLE 30
SCHEFFE FINDINGS FOR THE SUB-COMPETENCY,
DEMONSTRATE A CHRO~ffiTIC SCALE,
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GENERAL COMPETENCY LINEAR PITCH

SUB-SET 1:
GROUP:
MEAN:

7.2533

SUB-SET 2:
GROUP:
MEAN:

8.4667

SUB-SET 3:
GROUP:
MEAN:

11.4800

MEAN
7.2533
8.4667
11.4800

2

3

1

GROUP
2
3
1

GROUP

GROUP

2

3
*

**
***

GROUP
1
*
**

***

* Indicates that group two differs
significantly from groups three
and one at the .10 level.
** Indicates that group three differs
significantly from groups two and
one at the .10 level.

*** Indicates that group one differs

significantly from groups two and
three at th e .10 l e vel.

Summary of the Analysis of Data
From the average rankings of the original eight general
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competencies proposed for high school choral students, four,
(2)

duration,

(3)

linear pitch, and

(1)

vocal technique,

(4)

concert discipline and etiquette, were evaluated by

the liberal multivariate (MANOVA) and univariate (ANOVA)
F - tests as containing significant differences in the rankings.

To verify this finding and to protect against Type I

errors, the average rankings of the three groups of raters,
current or former high school choral instructors, high
school chorus members, and post-high school choir members
were subjected to the conservative Scheffe post-hoc, follow-up test.

This procedure reduced the number of general

competencies with demonstrated significant differences from
four to two,

(1)

vocal technique and (2)

linear pitch.

Searching for the points of significant difference
between the three groups of raters, the MANOVA and ANOVA Ftests and the Scheffe test were each applied to the two
competencies and the associated sub-competencies.
When the MANOVA test was attempted, it could not be
applied to the sub-competencies associated with vocal
technique, due to the occurrence of a phenomenon known as
a linear dependency.

However, the ANOVA results were

available and supported by the conservative Scheffe test.
The MANOVA and ANOVA F - tests were successfully conducted for the general competency, linear pitch and the
associated sub-competencies.

The Scheffe test was applied,

where appropriate, and the results of this conservative
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test supported the findings of the F - tests concerning the
significant differences in the average rankings of these
sub-competencies by the three groups of raters, current
or former high school choral instructors, high school
chorus students, and post-high school choir members.
Based upon the strength of these three statistical
tests, it was confidently determined that factors other
than chance were influencing the differences in average
rankings of the general and sub-competencies.

Thus, the

determination was made that the original null hypothesis
could be rejected.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter contains a summary of the study including:
purpose of the study, the background of the problem, a
description of the sample, the design of the study, and a
summary of the results.

The conclusions and recommendations

drawn from the investigation are then reported.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to prepare a set of competencies and associated sub-competencies for high school
choral students, and compare the rank orders of importance
as perceived by current and former high school choral instructors, high school choral students, and post-high
school choir members in Florida.
A review of the literature and research revealed
that little exists pertaining to analysis of high school
choral curriculum.
The expected competencies of a high school student
exiting from a four year membership in chorus had not
been established or clearly delineated through research
and analysis of data.
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Based on numerous articles and reports related to high
school choral curriculum, it could be expected that conflicts would arise and perceptions vary.

It could be

assumed that improvement in high school choral instruction
and performance, and knowledge and skills in music would
occur if those involved had a clear understanding of the
competencies expected to be taught and learned.

If clari-

fication of these competencies is not accomplished at a
higher level, the individual choral instructor might pursue clarification in his/her own situation.
The study was limited to the public high schools in
the State of Florida, and to the community and church
choirs in Broward County, Florida.

The problem was in-

vestigated by surveying current or former high school
choral instructors, high school choral students, and posthigh school choir members.

The questionnaire was distri-

buted to 375 participants.

Seventy-five completed ques-

tionnaires for each category were included in the data
for analysis.

The data was key punched and processed by

the Research Department of the Broward County, Florida
School District.
Findings
The findings of the study are derived from the research and the data generated by the responses to the
items in the questionnaire.
follow:

The findings of the study

Bl
1.

The Panel of Experts (Appendix A) was able to de-

velop a list of eight general competencies and 67 associated sub-competencies for high school choral students.
2.

Rank orders for the competencies and the associ-

ated sub-competencies were determined from the median
values generated by the one-way frequency distribution.
3.

Comparison of the average rankings was success-

fully completed by conducting three statistical tests:
the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA); the analysis of variance (ANOVA); and the Scheffe, post-hoc, followup.
4.

There appeared to be significant differences of

ranking among the raters on four competencies.

They were:

vocal technique; linear pitch; duration; and concert discipline and etiquette.
5.

The null hypothesis must be rejected.

hypothesis stated:

The null

There were no differences among the

three groups in the rankings they assigned these competencies and associated sub-competencies.

Significant differ-

ences in the rankings among the three groups were verified
on two competencies.

The competencies were:

vocal tech-

nique; and linear pitch.
6.

Specific differences for the competency, vocal

technique, were identified with five of the sub-competencies.

These items were:

tongue position; throat position,

vowel concepts; consonant concepts; and vocabulary.
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7.

Specific differences for the competency, linear

pitch, were identified with ten of the sub-competencies.
These items were:

match pitches; demonstrate tactile

pitch associations; perform a diatonic major scale; perform two forms of a diatonic minor scale; perform a major
triad; perform a minor triad; identify major key signatures; identify relative minor key signatures; and demonstrate a chromatic scale.
8.

Two of the eight competencies should be consid-

ered to be sources of conflict.

They are:

vocal tech-

nique; and linear pitch.
9.

Two of the eight competencies should be consid-

ered to be areas of agreement.

They are:

duration; and

concert discipline and etiquette.
10.

Four of the eight competencies should be consid-

ered to be areas of strong agreement.

They are:

vertical

pitch; vocabulary and score reading techniques; musical
form; and interpretive elements.
Conclusions
1.

Further study

is

called for to resolve the con-

flict which centers upon two of the three competencies
ranked as most important.
2.

In-depth analysis of the rank orders for the

general and associated sub-competencies revealed them to
be reliable even though differences in ranking did exist.
3.

Teachers, administrators, students, and parents
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can have confidence in a curriculum which follows this
ranking of competencies and associated sub-competencies.
4.

An appropriate, sound and valid statistical analy-

sis was determined, and should be employed in future considerations of this problem.
5.

Individual opinions as to appropriate high school

choral curriculum can· now be tested against a researched
and analyzed set of data.
Recommendations
The recommendations of the study, derived from analysis
of the findings of the study of related literature, and
from the conclusions of the study, follow:
1.

Every state and local school system should develop

a written curriculum guide . for high school vocal music.
Several authors, and the Panel of Experts, suggest that the
curriculum be written

a~

a statement of what a high school

choral curriculum is perceived to be within a given school
district.

Expectations for both instructors and students

are thereby delineated, indicating purpose and direction
to the educational process.

A suggested format is shown

in Appendix D.
2.

In the absence of a formal curriculum guide, prepa-

ration and substitution of teacher made materials is essential.

This is especially true for choral directors with

less experience.

A suggested teaching/learning guide,

based on the findings of this study, is offered as Appendix
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C.

By adding a few key or "catch" words appropriate to

each level of instruction, the outline easily becomes a
lesson plan.
3.

The findings and conclusions of this study should

be used as the basis for planning the education and training of future high school choral instructors.
4.

The findings and conclusions of this study may be

used as the basis for teacher in-service education sessions
by local school districts.
5.

The findings and conclusions of this study should

be used as the point of departure for training and discussion sessions by state vocal associations.
6.

The information contained in the statistical analy-

sis, findings, and conclusions of this study should be developed into a list of minimum basic vocal and music performance skills.

Teachers could then be held accountable

for what and how thoroughly they teach by means of the
standardized test developed to test the delineated skills.
Recommendations for
Further Study
The recommendations for further study were derived
from questions which arose as the study progressed.

Pur-

suit of the investigation initiated through this study
should seek answers to these questions in order to further solidify and validate the findings of this study.
The recommendations for further study are presented in the
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form of questions as follows:
l.

Would a replication of this study conducte d upon

an analogous population of raters yield identical results?
2.

Would a replication of this study conducted upon

a non-analogous population of raters yield identical results?
3.

How would a different membership for the Panel of

Experts influence the list of competencies?
4.

How would a difference in independent variables

influence the results of the study?
5.

How would the study results have been influenced

by the simultaneous use of more than one independent variable?
6.

How would data analysis by other statistical tests

influence the results of the study?
Summary Statement
In this chapter the writer has presented a summary of
the study, the findings and conclusions, the recommendations
of the study and recommendations for future study.

For fur-

ther information, the reader is referred to the appendices
which follow.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
The Panel of Experts which assisted in this stud y consisted of these individuals:
Barber, Peggy Joyce - retired high school choral
instructor
David, Ronald R. - Supervisor of Music, Broward County
(Florida) Schools; former high
school choral instructor
DeShong, Michael - high school choral instructor
Dowd, Kathleen - middle school choral instructor
Krueger, Carol - high school and middle school choral
instructor
Winnick, William - Music Skills, Inc. - a corporation
for music reading research
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APPENDIX B
The materials on the following pages were identified
as the Survey Packet, and comprised Appendix B for this
study:
Coverletter (to directors)
Follow-up letter (to directors)
Introductory letter (to raters)
General Information Sheet
Competency Rating Sheets, 1 - 8

89
9401 Stirling Road
Cooper City, Florida
September 15, 1984

33318

Dear Director,
HELP!

Yes, I need yours and that of one of your llth

or 12th grade students with the enclosed survey materials.
This survey is important for

~wo

reasons:

(l)

there is an

excellent potential for positive impact upon choral music
curriculum, not only in Florida but nationally; and,

(2)

it is critical for my dissertation statistical study which
deals with the subject of high school choral curriculum.
Please, take a few minutes to complete your copy
marked "Director Copy" and, if necessary, assist your student in completing the copy marked "Student Copy".

Then,

slip both completed copies into the addressed, stamped
envelope which I have provided for the return journey to
me by October 15th.
If you should desire a copy of the statistical results,
please indicate on a separate piece of paper and include
it with the completed forms and I will be happy to provide
you with the same.
Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please add me to

your list for similar assistance in the future.

Have a

Superior year!
"Sing"-cerely,

~~

Stan Blosch

90
9401 Stirling Roa d
Cooper City, Florida
(appropriate dat e)

33 328

Dear Colleague,
Please check your index finger for the memory string.
Have you forgotten something?

I hope not.

But, why not

take a look around for the vocal music curriculum survey(s)
with which I asked your help in completing for my dissertation statistics.

Help me sing a happy tune and get in

your $0.02 worth for curriculum reform by completing and
returning it/them to me by October 15th.
Thank you very much for taking time from your very
busy schedule to assist me in this manner; I appreciate
it very much.
be seeking it.

Your response is important or I would not
If you would like a copy of the final

statistical study, simply return a separate slip of
paper with your name and address when you send the completed survey(s).

Thanks again, very much.
"Sing"-cerely,

Stan Blosch
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9401 Stirling Road
Cooper City, Fl o r id a
September 15, 19 8 4

33328

Dear Fellow Vocalist,
Your opinion, cooperation and assistance are needed
to help identify and clarify choral music competencies for
high school singers.

By taking a few minutes, you have

the opportunity to "get in your two cents" and influence
recommendations for high school choral curriculum.
Please complete the attached survey packet, following
the stated directions.
al information

she~t

Information recorded on the gener-

is vital to the validity of this

study and will be kept strictly confidential; you are not
required to include your name .
Completed packets should be returned to me in person
or via the U.S. Mail in the addressed, stamped envelope
included.

Vocalists in the Broward County schools may

return the completed packets via the "pony".
Your help with the survey is important and grat e fully appreciated.

Thank you v e ry much for your contribution

to high school choral music curriculum.

Have a great

y e ar!
"Sing"-c e r e ly,

Stan Blosch, Choral Director,
Cooper City High School
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GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET
The answers you give on the following items will be
absolutely anonymous.

However, the information given is

very important to this study.

It will help to identify

how different groups react to various aspects of the survey.

Directions: For each category below, circle the number of
the ONE item which most accurately describes your
most recent choral experience.
1.

2.

3.

Type of Experience:
1.1

Current or former high school choral instructor

1.2

High school chorus member

1.3

Post-high school .chorus (choir) member

Highest Level of Education
2.1

High school student or graduate

2.2

Associate degree/ 2 years of college

2.3

Bachelor's d e gree

2.4

Post-graduate degree

Years of Experience in Vocal (Choral) Music
3.1

1-4

3.2

5-8

3.3

9-15

3.4

16-25

3.5

More than 25
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RATING SHEET
DIRECTIONS: Read the following general competency printed
in capital letters.
Then rate the specific competencies below it from
1-10 in order of their importance
for high school vocal students.
Number l is the most
important, number 2 is next, et cetera, until number
10 is the least important.

COMPETENCY IN VOCAL TECHNIQUE
THE HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL STUDENT IS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN AND
APPLIES PROPER BASIC VOCAL TECHNIQUE
Can identify and use correct postures
Uses correct breathing and breath control techniques
Can demonstrate the correct basic tongue positions
Can demonstrate the correct basic bottom jaw
position
Can describe and employ the basic throat position
Can recognize and demonstrate correct tone placement
Can demonstrate basic articulations
Can demonstrate proper vowel concepts
Can demonstrate proper consonant concepts
Can define music vocabulary pertinent to this
competency

DIRECTIONS: Now arrange all the General Competency Rating
Sheets in order of importance from 1 - 8 with 1 as the
most important. Using the scale below, circle the number for the position of this Rating Sheet Competency.
MOST

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LEAST
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RATING SHEET
DIRECTIONS: Read the following general competency printed
in capital letters.
Then rate the specific competencies below it from 1 - 6 in order of their importance
for high school vocal students.
Number 1 is the most
important, number 2 is next, et cetera, until number
6 is the least important.

COMPETENCY IN DURATION (RHYTHM)
THE HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL STUDENT IS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS SOUND AND REST DURATIONS
Can explain the function and application of a
signature
Can demonstrate a "counting" system in written
form
Can demonstrate a "counting" system in oral form
Can identify the various written note and rest
rhythmic values by name
Can demonstrate simple and compound rhythms
Can define and apply music vocabulary pertinent to
this competency

DIRECTIONS: Now arrange all the General Competency Rating
Sheets in order of importance from 1 - 8 with 1 as the
most important. Using the scale below, circle the number for the position of this Rating Sheet Competency.
MOST

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LEAST
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RATING SHEET
DIRECTIONS :
Read the following genera l competency printed
in cap1tal letters .
Th en rate tne spec1:ic competen cies bela~ it from l - 14 1n order of the1r 1mportance
for h1gh school vocal stud ents .
Numoer ~ 1s the most
lmportant , numoer 2 is next, et cetera , until number
14 1s the least important.
-·

COMPETENCY IN LINEAR IMEL6DICI

PITCH

THE HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL STUDENT IS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN AND EMPLOYS CONCEPTS RELATING TO LINEAR (MELODIC) PITCH
Can recognize a mus1c staff
Can identify and apply the 2 basic clef signs for
vocal mus ic
Can match a var1ety of pltches with1n the appropriate voice tessltura
Can demonstrate a system for s1ght -s ing1ng ,
Movab le DO, solfege

~.e.,

Can demonstrate tactile pitch associations ,
the Curwen-Kodaly hand sign als

~·

Can aurally identify intervals
Can perform a diatonic major scale
Can perform two forms of ' a dia tonic minor scale
Can perform a major triad
Can perform a m1nor triad
~an

1centify maJor Key s1anatures

Can identify relative m1nor key s1gnatures
Can demonstrate a
pltCh

scale :rorr any

chorma t~c

g1~en

Can define and apply music vocaoulary pert1nent
to th 1s competency

DIRECTIONS:
Now a rrang e all the General Competen cy Rat1na
Sh eets 1r. o rder of 1mpor t ar.ce :roffi l - 8 with 1 as t he
most 1mportant.
Usins th e scal e oelow , circle the num ber fo r the pos1t1on of th1 s Rat1ng Sheet Co mp etency .

MOST

l

2

s

6

7

8

LEAST
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RATING SHEET
DIRECTIONS:
Read the following general competency pri n ted
in capital letters.
Then rate the specific competencies below it from l - 8 in order of their importance
for high school vocal students.
Number l is the most
important, number 2 is next, et cetera, until number 8
is the least important.

COMPETENCY IN VERTICAL (HARMONIC) PITCH
THE HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL STUDENT IS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN VERTICAL
PITCH (HARMONY)
Can visually recognize each of four basic chord
types
Can aurally recognize each of four basic chord
types
Can aurally recognize simple harmonic cadences
Can aurally recognize simple chord progressions,
i.e. I, IV, V, I
Can aurally recognize harmony in thirds, fifths,
and sixths
Can visually recognize all intervals through a
12th
Can "spell'' major and minor chords using natural
and chromatic notes over a one octave range
Can define and apply music vocabulary pertinent
to this competency

DIRECTIONS:
Now arrange all the General Competency Rating
Sheets in order of importance from l - 8 with l as the
most important.
Using the scale below, circle the number for the position of this Rating Sheet Competency.
MOST

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LEAST
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RATING SHEET
DIRECTIONS:
Read the following general competency printed
in capital letters.
Then rate the specific competencies below it from 1 to 5 in order of their importance
for high school vocal students.
Number 1 is the most
important, number 2 is next, et cetera, until number 5
is the least important.

COMPETENCY IN VOCABULARY AND VOCAL SCORE READING
THE HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL STUDENT IS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN AND
APPLIES PROPER VOCABULARY DEFINITIONS AND VOCAL SCORE READING TECHNIQUES
Can define and apply music vocabulary not pertinent to any other specific competency
Can locate appropriate clef for assigned voice
part
Can locate specific measures, notes, words, et
cetera, in response to verbal direction
Can demonstrate application of direction such as
repeat signs, endings, D.C., etcetera
Can locate and determine composer, arranger,
lyricist (poet) and publisher for a specific
selection

DIRECTIONS:
Now arrange all the General Competency Rating
Sheets in order of importance from 1 to 8 with 1 as the
most important.
Using the scale below, circle the number for the position of this Rating Sheet Competency.
MOST

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LEAST
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RATING SHEET
DIRECTIONS:
Read the following general competency printed
in capital letters.
Then rate the specific competencies below it from 1 - 3 in order of their importance
for high school vocal students.
Number 1 is the most
important, number 2 is next, et cetera, until number
3 is the least important.

COMPETENCY IN MUSICAL FORM
THE HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL STUDENT IS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN MUSICAL
FORM
Can visually recognize basic compositional forms
such as through-composed and A-B-A
Can aurally recognize basic compositional forms
such as through-composed and A-B-A
Can define and apply music vocabulary pertinent
to this competency

DIRECTIONS: Now arrange all the General Competency Rating
Sheets in order of importance from 1 - 8 with 1 as the
most important.
Using the scale below, circle the · number for the position of this Rating Sheet Competency.
MOST

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LEAST
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RATING SHEET
DIRECTIONS:
Read the following general competency pr~n~ ed
in capital letters.
Then ra~ e the specif~c compe~en
cies below it from 1 - 12 in o rder o: the~r ~mpor~ance
for high school vocal s~uden~s.
Number 1 ~s the most
~mpor~ant,
number 2 ~s next, et cetera, until number
12 is the least important.

COMPETENCY ~N INTERPRETIVE ELEMENTS:
STYLE ! ERA ) ,
TEMPO, DYNAMICS, PHRASIHG, TIMBRE AND TEXT
THE HIGH SCHOOL VOCAL STUDENT IS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN AND
APPLIES BASIC INTERPRETIVE ELEMENTS
Can aurally recognize compositions from the various
eras
Can visually rec ogn iz e
ous eras

composit~ons

from the vari-

Can demonstrate var~ous arti culations sucn as
legato and s~accat c
Can identify musical and
Can determine

~empi

poe~ic

phrases

from composer

indicat~o~s

Can determine tempi in the absence of composer in dications
Can distinguish between the overall and phrase
dynamics
Can

recogn~ze

and apply dynamics

abbrev~ations

Can aurally di stinguish a variety of
Can

resta~ e

t~mbres

a textual meaning in the vernacular

Can selecL spec~flc worus o f tne text wh~ch neeC
emphas1s or stress and t~more cnanae
Can cefine and apply
tc tt1s competency

mus~c

vocabulary

per~~nent

DIRECTION S:
Now arrange all the General Competency Rating
Sheets ~n order of importance from l - 8 with l as the
most important .
Using the scale below , circle the num ber for tne position of th~s Rating Sheet Competency.
MOST

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LEAST
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RATING SHEET
DIRECTIONS: Read the following general competency printed
in capital letters.
Then rate the specific competencies below it from 1 - 9 in order of their importance
for high school vocal students.
Number 1 is the most
important, number 2 is next, et cetera, until number
9 is the least important.

COMPETENCY IN CONCERT DISCIPLINE AND ETIQUETTE
THE HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL STUDENT IS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN AND
APPLIES APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR AND ETIQUETTE IN CONCERT SITUATIONS
Can demonstrate proper posture and attitude while
performing, i.e., no talking on stage, et
cetera
Can demonstrate proper respect for audience while
performing
Can demonstrate proper respect for performers
while in the audience
Can demonstrate proper listening techniques as a
member of the audience
Can demonstrate proper response to applause while
a performer
Can demonstrate proper song "salesmanship" for
each selection while a performer
Can identify and apply vocabulary pertinent to
this competency
Can demonstrate proper respect for and response to
the director as a performer or listener

DIRECTIONS:
Now arrange all the General Competency
Rating Sheets in order of importance from 1 - 8
with 1 as the most important.
Using the scale below, circle the number for the position of this
Rating Sheet Competency.
MOST

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LEAST
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APPENDIX C
TEACHING/LEARNING GUIDE
I.

Philosophy
Music education at All-American High School is not
only education in music bqt is education through
music.

II.

Goals
A.
B.
C.
D.

III.

General education
Music education
Vocational education
High quality choral performance

Objectives
A.

Fall performances
1. School; date:
I
I
; time:
2. Holiday
a. Feeder schools; dates:
I
I
; times:
b. Public (evening); date:
I
I
; time:
3. Nursing home or hospital; date:
location:
time:
4.
"Back-to-School Nfght~; date:
I
I
time:
5.
(add more as needed)

B.

Spring performances
1. School; date:
I
I
; time:
2. Public (evening); date:
I
I
, time:
3. Evaluation, district; date:
I
I
place:
time:
4.
Recruiting at feeder schools; date:
I
I
place:
time:
5.
Evaluation, state; date:
I
I
place:
time:
6.
Freshman orientation; date:
I
I
place:
time:
7.
Graduation; date:
I
I
place:
time:
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APPENDIX C (Continued)
(Any other information which is appropriate to the individual program and which will contributeto a smooth approach
to teaching and learning should be included above.

The in-

formation which follows should reflect the results of this
study.)
IV.

Tasks
A.

Vocalizing warm-ups
1.
Posture - vocal techniques
2.
Breathing - vocal techniques
3. Vocalizing - vocal techniques
a. Jaw and tongue positions
b. Throat position
c. Tone placement
d. Word pronunciation
(1) Vowel concepts
(2)
Consonant concepts

B.

Music reading at sight
1.
Unison - linear pitch (where appropriate)
2.
Harmonic - vertical pitch (where appropriate)
3.
Rhythm counting system - duration
4.
Note reaching system - linear pitch
5.
Score identification and vocabulary knowledge

C.

Music rehearsal
1.
Tuning/pitch - linear and vertical pitch
2.
Rhythms - duration
3.
Phrasing, articulations, dynamics and so
forth - interpretative elements and musical
form
4.
Respect for director and other singers during
the rehearsal - concert discipline and etiquette
5.
Music theory and harmony - vertical pitch
6.
Music history, style, form - interpretative
elements and musical form

D.

Testing
(If no prepared tests are available, prepare a
list of words and definitions with an equal number of items in each list.

Ask one of your
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APPENDIX C (Continued)
computer students to take it to the computer
lab where a program should exist which will
make the test for you.

If a program for match-

ing is not available, perhaps a crossword puzzle
program is available.

Both will yield tests

which will accomplish the purposes for testing.)
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APPENDIX D
CURRICULUM GUIDE SAMPLE PAGE
Instructional Continuum
I.

VOCAL TECHNIQUE
Tone Production
Posture

Teaching Information /
Recommendations
Sit on front of the
chair, or stand erect,
with head level,
shoulders back and
straight; feet flat
on the floor with
equal weight on each
foot; music held at eye
level.

Breathing/
breath control

(appropriate material)

Vocal mechanism

(appropriate material)

(Continue until all sub-competencies are presented in
rank order. )
II.

DURATION (RHYTHM)

(appropriat e material)

(Present the associated sub-competencies and appropriate
related material until all have been exposed.)
(Continue presenting the competencies and their associated
sub-competencies using the formatutilized above.)
NOTE:

In addition to the teaching / learning materials, lm-

portant areas, for which materials and information must be
included, are organization, discipline, and tests with
answer keys.
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